Access Statement for
Bristol Zoo Gardens

This access statement does not contain personal opinions regarding our
suitability for those with disabilities, but aims to accurately describe the
facilities and services that we offer all our visitors
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Introduction
Bristol Zoo Gardens is the fifth oldest zoo in the world. It was built in
1836 and is based in the heart of Clifton, Bristol.
There are listed buildings within the Zoo such as the Forest of Birds and
the Monkey Temple but the majority of exhibits within the Zoo have been
and will be enhanced and improved for both guests and animal welfare
purposes over the coming years.
When designing any new exhibits or attractions within the Zoo we
adhere to DDA guidelines and work in accordance with current building
regulations.
We work hard to provide the highest level of access to the whole site but
in some instances, due to the historic nature of the gardens, this is not
always possible.
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Pre-arrival
For full details and maps showing how to reach the Zoo, please see the
visitor information section of the website:
http://www.bristolzoo.org.uk/visitor-information.
The nearest bus stop is situated approximately 50yards from the main
entrance of the Zoo. City Sightseeing run an open-top bus service which
tours the city. They normally run every 90 minutes, which increases to
every 30 minutes during the school summer holidays and at weekends.
You can get discounts for the Zoo on the bus.
The nearest train station is called Clifton Down and is just over a 10
minute walk from the Zoo.
Bristol Zoo Gardens is set within 12 acres of grounds with various
animal houses, natural spaces, and outdoor areas. Throughout the site
there are some areas with a slight incline and also some play areas that
are covered with bark for safety.
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Car parking and Arrival
 The car park is situated on the same side of the road as the Zoo’s
main entrance. Depending on how close to the entrance guests
park, the walk to the entrance is not too far a distance
 There are seven disabled car parking spaces located very close to
the Zoo’s main entrance. These spaces are located on level,
smooth tarmac and bays are clearly marked. These spaces are
offered on a first come first served basis to blue badge holders.
 Cars are required to come down a slight slope to occupy a space
in the car park. Once in the car park, guests will notice that whilst
the surface is concrete it can be uneven in places.
 The North Car Park on Clifton Down Road is our main car park
and can accommodate approximately 145 The area is leased from
the local council and various elements are protected by the downs.
The floor surface of the car park is a rough loose substrate often
found in car parks however the main path leading to the entrance

is smooth tarmac.
Main path leading to entrance

Stone substrate used for the North Cark Park

 The West Car Park is located off College Road and is a short
distance from the main entrance, around a 2 minute walk through
a pedestrian area.
 All car parks are manned by attendants during the hours of
operation. There is a small charge for cars but blue badge holders
are free of charge.
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Main Entrance and Shop and Exit
 The main entrance is sign posted from the car parks. There are
pathways for pedestrians which leads you to the entrance from the
car parks.
 On very busy days guests may be required to join a queue outside
the main entrance; this area is large enough to accommodate
wheelchairs. Each queue is spaced more than 1.4 meters.
 The entrance is home to 6 tills and we also have a low level desk
for wheelchair users. The door is large and automatic double
framed opening up to 2 metres. Once in the building, tickets can
be purchased.
 Once tickets have been purchased, guests then exit the main
entrance through another set of automatic double doors that have
a 2m wide opening, and arrive on an area of decking before
making their way down a slight incline to the park.
 The exit is accessible via the main entrance, using the one way
system through a 2 metre wide automatic door. As with the
entrance, the exit is accessible for wheelchairs.
 The shop is situated in the same building as the entrance and exit.
 There are male and female toilets located at entrance and exit
both with DDA compliant wheelchair accessible toilets.

Main Entrance through queuing system and automatic doors

Exit Doors and wooden decking
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Pathways, Lawn, and Play areas
 The main pathways around the Zoo are mainly smooth tarmac.
Some areas have wooden anti-slip decking pathways or wooden
decked bridge.
 There are green areas around the Zoo including the main lawn, the
west lawn and the herbaceous border. These areas are reachable
by pathways.
 The play area in the centre of the Zoo is made up of bark
chippings; this is for the safety of the children using the play
equipment.

Example of wooden decked path

Example of barked area in Children's Play Ground

 The pathway around the herbaceous border by the aviaries is
tightly packed loose gravel that is suitable for wheelchair users.
 The pathway passing the flower beds in the herbaceous border is
made of cut paving stones and is suitable for wheelchair users.
 Splash is a water play-area for children. There is a long winding
stream which runs through the centre of the play area. The surface
of Splash consists of soft play cement and is bumpy in places. It is
passable by a 1.6 metre wide decked bridge with a slight incline.
This bridge may prove difficult for those using mobility scooters
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The Coral Restaurant, Deli and Bakery
 The Zoo’s on-site restaurant can be accessed via wheelchair and
is on one level with a wide queueing area on arrival.
 There is a main entrance to the left of the building that is two
metres wide. There are two doors that need to be pushed to open
during the colder months but are propped open for the majority of
the year.
 The restaurant has a serving area where the food is chosen and
placed on a tray. Members of the catering team will offer to carry
trays for those who require assistance.
 The till point area narrows slightly to the right. Wider access is
available by the right hand till.
 There is one disabled toilet which can be accessed by exiting the
restaurant and turning left. There is a small ramp to access the
DDA compliant toilet. A key is not required to access or lock the
toilet. The door opens outwards.

Main entrance to Restaurant

Access to toilets via small ramp
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Toilet facilities
 There are six public toilet blocks on site. Five of the blocks have
DDA compliant disabled access toilets. None of the toilets onsite
requires a key.
 The disabled toilets are located:
o at the Main Entrance
o at the Main Exit
o next to the Butterfly Forest
o close to Zona Brazil
o outside the Coral Restaurant
 The disabled access toilet next to the Butterfly Forest has a lift
hoist and a full length adult changing table. For advice on using the
hoist please contact a member of the Zoo team.
 The disabled toilet by Zona Brazil is accessible using a small
ramp. The door into the toilet area in 1.4m wide only.

Hoist and Adult Changing table by Butterfly Forest

Entrance to Zona Brazil Toilets
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ZooRopia
ZooRopia is an adventure high ropes course designed for anyone aged
5+ and over 1.1m tall, including guests with special needs. ZooRopia
traverses 17 sections themed around tree dwelling animals; this includes
a net ramp, a plank bridge, hanging tyres, looped vines, hanging logs
and a balance beam before finishing with a zip wire onto the Zoo’s main
lawn. The course is five metres high and uses a harness system. This
experience is not included in general zoo admission, an extra charge
applies.
ZooRopia actively supports participation for children and adults of
varying abilities. Should assisted support be required please contact
Head 4 Heights direct on 01285 770007 so that qualified and
experienced instructors are booked in advance at a time suitable to any
individual or group.

ZooRopia High Ropes experience
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Activity Centre
This building is home to a number of activities that can be purchased for
a small extra charge. Activities include face-painting, badge-making and
brass-rubbing.
There are two entrances to the centre both of which can also be used as
an exit. The main entrance door is 2m wide.

One of two entrance/exits to the Activity Centre

Activity area inside the Activity Centre
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Terrace Theatre and Animal Encounters
The Terrace Theatre is home to our volunteer’s animal collection. At
advertised times during the day guests are invited into the Terrace
Theatre for animal encounters.
Animal encounters are an opportunity to get close to some of the
animals and to listen to a short animal presentation.
Entrance to the Terrace theatre is through double doors around 1.6m
wide from the Top Terrace. Seating is available for guests, but can
easily be moved to make space when required.

Entrance/Exit to the Terrace Theatre for Animal Encounters

Animal encounter presentation area
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Institute of Conservation Science and Education
The Institute of Conservation Science and Education was extended in
2013 to introduce a number of new classrooms and lecture theatres. The
Institute offers a range of education sessions for schools by advanced
booking.
The Institute is built across two floors. The second floor is accessible by
a spiral staircase or using a lift that is suitable for one wheelchair.
The Institute has separate entrance and exit doors.

Entrance and exit doors to the Conservation Education Centre
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Animal houses and Walkthroughs
The Zoo has a number of undercover animal houses throughout the
park. The animal houses have varying opening and closing times.
Please check a guide map for further details.
 The Flamingo Enclosure is the first exhibit when entering the
Zoo. The netted enclosure is also home to a number of free flying
birds.
There are two entrances to the enclosure that can also be used as
an exit. We recommend using the first entrance door directly after
entering the zoo.
There are two sets of single doors, each around 1.6m wide. The
pathway throughout the enclosure is also around 1.6m wide and
has a wooden decked surface.
The pathway slopes downwards if you enter the enclosure using
the first way in.

One of two entrances to the Flamingo Enclosure
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 Twilight World was the world's first nocturnal animal house. The
animals found in this house are only active at night and so to create a
unique experience the house is set in darkness throughout the day.
To fully enjoy this experience we recommend waiting in the first part
of the exhibit for around two minutes. This is to allow your eyesight to
adjust to the darkness levels in the house.
We advise taking care whilst passing through the house.
Unfortunately flash photography and torches are not permitted.
The entrance and exit to Twilight World is through two double doors
around 2m wide. The route throughout the house is level throughout.
There is one exhibit by the exit that is only accessible by staircase.

Entrance doors to Twilight World

Exit doors to Twilight World
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 The Aquarium is a listed building and offers a number of fantastic
viewing opportunities including a walk through tunnel.
There is a ramp that descends into the Aquarium and access is
through two double doors. The doors are not automatic. The full
width of the doors is around two metres.
There are large spaces throughout the aquarium; however the
walkthrough tunnel is quite narrow.
The flooring throughout the aquarium is a firm carpet and there are
one or two seats within the main viewing areas.
The exit of the aquarium is on a slight upwards slope and the
double doors are about two metres wide.

Entrance slope to Aquarium

Aquarium Viewing area example
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 The Reptile House was refurbished in the early 1980s. The route
through the house has a cement floor throughout and is on a small
incline at the entrance followed by a small decline on the exit.
Both the entrance and the exit to the Reptile house have two sets
doors. This double door system is to precautionary measure to
prevent any escaped animals entering the zoo.
The entrance doorway is around 2m wide; the exit doorway is
slightly smaller at around 1.4m wide.
Most of the enclosures within the Reptile house are vivariums and
as such are positioned around 1 metre from ground level.

Entrance doors to Reptiles

Example of Vivarium viewing
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 Bug World is an immersive indoor house located above the Coral
Restaurant. There are two pathways leading to Bug World both of
which are wheelchair accessible via ramps.
The entrance and exit doors to and from Bug World are quite
narrow and are only 1.2m wide.
Some parts of the route through the house narrow at certain points
however there are certain spaces to open up into large zones.
There are a some enclosures in the house that are from floor to
ceiling however most exhibits are positioned around a metre from
ground level.
This house holds many exotic species and therefore the area is
kept at a high temperature for the welfare of the animals.

Entrance ramp to Bug World

Entrance and Exit doors to Bug World
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The Lemur Walkthrough is home to free roaming families of
Lemurs. The Walkthrough is open seasonally only and is usually
closed from November to March.
To enter the Walkthrough you must pass through the first door into
a small waiting area. The door you have entered must be closed
before you can pass through the next door. This is a security
measure for the protection of the lemurs.
The route around the Walkthrough is on a slight slope and can
occasionally become congested when busy. The Walkthrough is
always manned by volunteer and ranger staff should you require
assistance.
To exit the Walkthrough you must pass through the first door into a
small waiting area. The door you have entered must be closed
before you can pass through the next door. Again this is a security
measure for the protection of the lemurs.
Please be aware that in peak times this Walkthrough can get very
busy and there will be small queues at the entrance and exit.

Example of Entrance/Exit to Lemurs

Pathway in Lemur Walkthrough
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 Seal and Penguin Coasts is a one way path experience with
some inclines and declines. Parts of the animal house are open
with wooden decking and other parts are covered with underwater
viewing and concrete flooring.
Access is through two set of double doors at the top of a short
incline. Only one set of doors must be open at a time as there are
free roaming birds in this enclosure. There is ample space for
around 10 people in-between the two sets of doors.
In between the Penguin exhibit and the Seal exhibit there is
another set of two double doors.
To exit the underwater viewing area of the animal house there is a
tiered ramp that leads to two double doors that remain open at all
times.
A half way exit in the seal enclosure is available for those who do
not wish to view the underwater exhibit area.

Entrance to Seal and Penguin Coast

Exit Ramp from underwater viewing
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 The Hippo House is home to a family of Pygmy Hippos. There is
an outdoor viewing area and a small indoor house.
There are two narrow doors at each end of the house that are
used for both entrance and exit
The indoor viewing area is a narrow hallway around 1.8m wide.
Viewing for the hippos is over a wall about 1m metre high. The wall
serves as a safety barrier.
The outdoor viewing area consists of a raised paddock with a
concrete wall around 1.3m high.

Entrance/Exit doors to Hippo House

Viewing area example
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 The Gorilla House was recently refurbished in 2014 and now
offers an impressive 180 degree viewing experience. This exhibit
is very popular and can become crowded.
The flooring of the guest viewing area is a thick brown carpet
similar to a large doormat. The flooring is designed to give the
texture and feeling of being in the forest. The flooring is more
resistant than other surfaces for wheelchair users.
The Entrance and Exit to the Gorilla House are through a set of
two doors that are 2 meters wide.
Inside the enclosure there is viewing on the left, right and directly
above. There are also low level viewing areas. The room is divided
by six pillars that are themed as trees.

Gorilla House flooring

Example of viewing area in Gorilla House
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 Zona Brazil is our South American Exhibit and consists of an
indoor greenhouse area and outdoor area.
Entrance to Zona Brazil is through two sets of double doors around
2m wide. The entrance leads into the glass house which is heated
for the comfort of the animals. Please be aware to sometimes
sprinklers may be active in this area.
The exit for the Greenhouse is through two sets of double doors
with a large reception area. The doorway is around 2m wide.
There is a small raised walkway that leads around the tapir exhibit
to the exit. The decked pathway is on a slight slope and there are
no exit doors.

Entrance to Zona Brazil

Raised Decking and exit Pathway by Tapirs
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 The Wallaby Walkabout exhibit was built in 2015. This enclosure
is home to a group of free roaming Wallabies and free flying birds.
To enter the walkthrough you must pass through the first door into
a small waiting area. The door you have entered must be closed
before you can pass through the next door. This is a security
measure for the protection of the Wallabies and birds.
The path around the walkthrough is a red bendy path formed of
compacted gravel and stone. The surface is smooth and the path
can vary from 1.3m to 1.8m wide.
There are free roaming wallabies and free flying birds in this
exhibit, we do advise caution when passing through the
walkthrough.
To exit the walkthrough you must pass through the first door into a
small waiting area. The door you have entered must be closed
before you can pass through the next door. Again this is a security
measure for the protection of the wallabies and birds.

Wallaby Walkabout pathway

Wallaby Walkabout Entrance/Exit
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 Meerkat Lookout has both indoor and outdoor viewing areas. The
meerkats can choose which area they like to use and often pass in
between the two.
You can enter the house through a choice of two doors. Both
doors are around 1.6m wide. One entrance has an additional
plastic strip screen to retain heat within the house.
In the indoor viewing area there is a small bench and viewing is
through a glass screen that starts around 0.2m from the floor.
The outdoor viewing area is through a glass screen that starts
around 0.2m from the floor.

Example of Outdoor Meerkat Lookout viewing area

Entrance/Exit to Meerkat Lookout indoor viewing
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 Butterfly Forest is tropical greenhouse environment with free
flying butterflies and moths.
The Butterfly house is heated throughout the year for the welfare
of the butterflies. Please note that this house can become very hot
during the summer months. The butterflies in the exhibit are free
flying. Volunteers are available in the house during opening
hours for assistance.
Entrance to the Butterfly Forest is through a set of double doors
around 2m wide. To enter the house you will also need to pass
through a screen of heavy plastic strips. The strips are to prevent
the butterflies escaping their habit.
The pathway through the house is around 2m wide but can
become busy with guests enjoying the exhibit during summer
months.
Exiting the Butterfly Forest is through a set of double doors
around 2m wide. To enter the house you will also need to pass
through a screen of heavy plastic strips. The strips are to prevent
the butterflies escaping their habit.

Entrance/Exit example for Butterfly Forest

Entrance/Exit example plastic strip screen door for Butterfly Forest
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 Feed the Lorikeets is a magnificently themed immersive
experience in the centre of the Zoo. The entrance to Feed the
Lorikeets can also be found here.
The entrance to 'Feed the Lorikeets' is accessible by two paths.
One path is a bridge on a short incline over the Splash Play area.
The second path is has a flat concrete surface and is next to the
first aid room.
The house has two sets of manual double doors at the
entrance. This system exists as a security measure to prevent free
roaming birds for entering or exiting the house. The doors are
around 1.5m wide.
The pathway around the house is a mixture of tarmac and wooden
decking. There are free roaming birds around the enclosure that
are often of the floor. The route around has a slight incline followed
by a slight decline.
You can choose to exit the animal house onto the Splash play
area or to continue through to the feeding area. The walkthrough is
open during selected feeding times only. These times can be
found on your visitor map.
The optional half way exit is through two sets of double doors that
are around 1.5m wide.

Entrance doors to 'Feed the Lorikeets'

Plastic strip screen door/pathway example
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 The Feed the Lorikeets - The Feeding area is a forest themed
area where you can choose to feed the parrots from a small nectar
pot for a small charge.
The entrance to the feeding area is through the main 'Feed the
Lorikeets' animal house. There is a single door around 1.4m wide
that leads in an area where you can purchase nectar.
To enter the feeding area you must pass through a chainmail door
that prevents the parrots from leaving their enclosure.
The path around the walkthrough is very wide and is level
throughout.
The exit leads to the Splash play area through a two door cage
system. This system is to prevent the parrots for escaping the
enclosure. Each doorway is around 2m wide.

Entrance into 'Feed the Lorikeets' Feeding area

Plastic strip screen door/entrance to feeding area
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